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1 Introduction and main results
1.1 Definitions
We consider models of linearly interacting diffusion processes. Models of this type 
were introduced in population biology and have been the subject of a considerable 
amount of mathematical work. We consider a family
X  — {Xj ) j£A =  ( M t ) ) t> 0 , ieA (1-1)
of stochastic processes, solving a system of stochastic differential equations of the 
following type:
dXi(t) = Y ,  aU ~ *)(Xj(t) -  X i( t) )d t + a {X i{ t))d B i{ t)  (i G A, t > 0). (1.2)
iGA
Here the following definitions apply.
• The (Bi)ieA are standard Brownian motions, independent of each other and of 
the initial condition X(0).
• The index set A is a finite or countable Abelian group, with
group product i  +  j
inverse —i (1.3)
unit element 0.
For example, A may be the n-dimensional integer lattice Z ” or the N-  
dimensional hierarchical group i! % (as in [1], [7] and [11]). We sometimes refer 
to i + j  as addition and to 0 as the origin.
• The interaction kernel a : A R satisfies
a(i) > 0  (i £ A)
5 > ( * ) <  oo. (L4)
ieA
It is the kernel of a continuous-time random walk on A that jumps from a point 
i  to a point j  with rate a ( j —i). We assume that this random walk is irreducible.
• Each single component Xi(t ) takes values in a state space K  that is a non­
empty convex compact subset of Rd. Thus, each component Xi(t) itself exists 
of d components:
X i (t) = ( X l ( t ) , . . . , X f ( t ) ) .  (1.5)
Equation (1.2) componentwise reads
d X ? (t)  = a U -  -  X ? ( t) )d t  + ^ ( X i ( t ) ) d B f ( t )
j  0 (1-6)
( i e A ,  a  = 1 , . . . ,  d, t >  0).
We adopt the convention that sums over Roman indices i , j ,  k , . . .  range over A, 
while sums over Greek indices a, ¡3,7, . . .  range from 1 to d.
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• The function a is a continuous function from K  into Rd ® Rd, the space of d x d 
real matrices. It is a root of the diffusion m atrix w : K  —¥ Rd ® Rd:
Waj3{x) ■= \ 'Y^ (Ja l {x)<Jl31 {x). (1.7)
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We assume that w satisfies
^  z aw als (x )z l3 = 0 Va: £ K, z £ l % ,  (1.8)
a , ¡3
where I is the space of vectors perpendicular to
Ix := {y £ Rd : 3e > 0 such that x + Xy £ K  V|A| < e}. (1.9)
Ix is the space of directions in which the boundary of i f  at x is flat. In terms 
of the process X ,  condition (1.8) guarantees that the components X t ( t )  cannot 
leave the state space K.
We equip the space K A with the product topology. In this topology K A is a compact 
separable metrizable space. C(KA) is the Banach space of continuous real-valued 
functions on K A, equipped with the supremum norm || • Hoc.
Solutions to (1.2), whenever they exist, are continuous i f A-valued processes that 
solve the martingale problem for a linear operator A on C(KA) given by
( A f ) ( x )  := (  Y 1 Y 1  a Ü ~ x T) - d f  w ^ ( x i) 9xf 9xe ) / ( » ) •  (L1°)
i j  ct i a (3
Here ƒ is a real function on K A, and a typical element x £ K A is written as
X  =  ( X i ) i  G Â  =  ( X i ) i ç l ’ " ' , d - ( 1 - 1 1 )
The operator A  in (1.10) has domain
V(A)  := C U K a), (1.12)
the space of all C2-functions depending on finitely many coordinates only. For such 
functions the infinite sums of derivatives in (1.10) reduce to finite sums. Condition 
(1.8) guarantees that the operator A  in (1.10) satisfies the maximum principle.
1.2 E xistence and uniqueness: Theorem s 1.1 and 1.2
We focuss our attention on shift-invariant solutions to (1.2). For j  £ A, let the shift 
operator Tj : K A K A be defined as
(Tjx)i := Xi—j . (1-13)
We say that a solution X  to (1.2) is shift-invariant if for each j  € A the processes 
( X ( t ) ) t > o and ( T j X ( t ) ) t > o  have the same finite-dimensional distributions. We say 
that a probability measure fi on K A (equipped with the product-c-field) is shift- 
invariant if n  = n  o T r 1 for all j  £ A.
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T h e o r e m  1.1 For each probability measure \i on K A, there exists a solution  
( X ( t ) ) t >o to (1.2) with initial condition £ ( X ( 0 )) =  ¡i and sample paths in the con­
tinuous functions from  [0,oo) to K A . I f  the \i is shift-invariant, then (1.2) has a 
shift-invariant solution with the same properties.
If solutions to (1.2) are weakly unique, then any solution with a shift-invariant ini­
tial condition must be shift-invariant. Unfortunately, it is at present not very well 
understood when weak uniqueness holds for (1.2). Standard techniques give:
T h e o r e m  1.2  Assum e that the function  a  : K  Rd ® Rd is L ipschitz continuous. 
Then, fo r  each K A -valued initial condition  X(0), strong uniqueness holds fo r  equation 
(1.2).
Strong uniqueness for (1.2) implies weak uniqueness, just as in the case of finite­
dimensional stochastic differential equations [22]. Theorem 1.2 does not cover many 
interesting cases. For example, for the Wright-Fisher diffusion matrix (see (1.15)), 
no root a of w exists that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.2. For uniqueness 
results in this and a few more special cases, see [19, 20, 22]. In what follows, we avoid 
problems of uniqueness by assuming only the existence of solutions to (1.2).
1.3 Biological background
In population biology, models of the form (1.2) are used to describe the genetic com­
position of a population of individuals as a function of time. It is supposed that the 
population is divided into colonies, each containing a large number of individuals. A 
component Xj(i) € K  describes the genetic composition of the population in colony 
i at time t. A typical choice for K  is
K  = Sp~1 := {(x 1 , . . . , x p- 1) : i ° > 0 V a ,  < 1}. (1.14)
a
For p  = 2 we have a ‘2-type model’. In such a model a gene comes in two types 
(‘alleles’), say type I and II. Xi(t) £ S 1 = [0,1] is interpreted as the relative frequency 
of type I in colony i  at time t, the relative frequency of type II being 1 — Xj(i). More 
generally, in a ‘p-type model’ one considers the relative frequency of p  types. X f ( t )  
is the relative frequency of the a-th type (a =  l , . . . , p  — 1), the relative frequency of 
the remaining p-th type being 1 — X f ( t ) .
The genetic compositions Xi(t) change in time due to migration and resampling. 
Individuals in the population migrate between colonies according to a continuous­
time random walk, jumping from j  to i  with rate a(j  — i). This migration causes 
an attractive interaction between components, expressed by the drift term ^ . a(j — 
i )(Xj(t) — Xi(t))dt in equation (1.2). At each colony individuals are after an exponen­
tial waiting time replaced by individuals of a type chosen at random from the colony. 
This resampling is expressed by the diffusion term a (X i(i))dBi(i) in equation (1.2), 
where a is any continuous root of the diffusion matrix w. A typical choice for w is 
the
Wright-Fisher diffusion matrix waf3 (x) = x a (Sa 0 — x f  ). (1-15)
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For other choices, see the models listed in [3] and [21]. Often one’s aim is to prove 
statements for as wide a class of diffusion matrices as possible. The following examples 
are found in the literature.
2 -ty p e  m o d e ls  References [1, 7, 12] are concerned with diffusion functions w : 
[0,1] —¥ [0, oo), Lipschitz continuous, satisfying
w(x)  =  0 x  G {0 ,1 } . (1.16)
Iso tro p ic  m o d e ls  Reference [11] is concerned with diffusion matrices of the form
Waj3 {x) = sapg(x), (1.17)
where g : K  —¥ [0, oo) is a nice function satisfying
g(x)  =  0 x  G d K ,  (1.18)
with d K  the (topological) boundary of K .
Work on the non-compact state space K  = [0, oo) can be found in [2, 8]. Reference 
[6] is concerned with an isotropic model on K  = [0, oo)". A generalization of the p- 
type model to infinitely many types is studied in [9].
1.4 The non-interacting m odel
Later on, we will make a comparison between the model in (1.2) and a model without 
interaction. For this, we consider the case that the Abelian group A consists of only- 
one element. Equation (1.2) now reduces to
dX(t) = a(X(t))dB(t)  (t > 0), (1.19)
where (X(t))t>o is a if-valued stochastic process. Uniqueness of solutions to (1.19) 
can be proved under considerably weaker conditions than those needed for equation 
(1.2) (see the examples in section 1.10). We therefore prefer, when possible, to assume 
only existence of solutions to (1.2) and uniqueness of solutions to (1.19).
Solutions to (1.19) are bounded martingales, and hence they have a last element:
X x (t) -¥ X *(oo) a.s. as t oo (x G K),  (1.20)
where X x is the solution of (1.19) starting in x. X *(oo) takes values in the set
dwK  := {x  G K  : w als(x) = 0 Va,/3}. (1-21)
In typical examples, dwK  is a subset of the (topological) boundary of K.  We call 
dwK  the effective boundary of K.  We denote the law of X *(oo) by
r  I : = £ ( X I (oo)). (1.22)
The collection (Tx)xeK we call the boundary distribution associated with the diffusion 
matrix w. We note that different diffusion matrices w  may share the same boundary
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distribution. For example, by the martingale property of solutions to (1.19), diffusions 
on [0 , 1] with w as in (1.16) all have
Tx =  (1 — x )Sq + x5\. (1.23)
For diffusions with isotropic w as in (1.17), solutions to (1.19) are time-transformed 
Brownian motions, and therefore
!', a  IK)-  (1-24)
where o is Brownian motion starting in x  and
r := inf{i > 0 : B t £ d K } . (1.25)
We try to answer two questions. When does the distribution of components X i(t)  
of the interacting system in (1.2) converge to a distribution on the effective bound­
ary dwK ? And when is this limiting distribution actually the same as in the non­
interacting system?
1.5 Clustering: Theorem  1.3
In order to state our first result, we introduce the symmetrized kernel
o-s(i) '■= o,(i) + a (—i) (i G A). (1.26)
By the random walk with kernel as  we mean a continuous-time random walk on A 
that jumps from a point j  to a point i with rate a s ( j  — i). By =$■ we denote weak 
convergence of probability measures on K A.
T h e o r e m  1.3  Let X  be a shift-invariant solution to (1.2) and assume that there 
exists a K A-valued random variable X(oo) such that
X( t )  =$■ X ( oo) as t —¥ oo. (1-27)
I f  the random walk with kernel as is recurrent, then
(■i) P[Xi(oo) G dwK  Vi G A] =  1 , .
(« ) P[Xi(oo) = Xj(oo)  Vi , j  G A] =  1. {
I f  the random walk with kernel as is transient, £ ’[Xo(0)] ^ dwK  and C(X(0 )) is 
spatially ergodic, then
(*) P[Xi(oo) G dwK] < 1  Vi G A
(ii) P[Xi(oo) = Xj(oo)] < 1  Vi #  j  G A. { ’
Note that Theorem 1.3 makes a statement about the possible properties of a limiting 
distribution X(oo), but that it does not answer the question whether such a limiting 
distribution actually exists. Provided we know in some way that X( t )  converges 
weakly to a limit, Theorem 1.3 says the following.
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In the recurrent case, the configuration in any finite window A c  A after a suffi­
ciently long time becomes almost flat. At large but finite time there are in the system 
regions, called ‘clusters’, of typical sizes that grow with time, in which all components 
are almost equal. This behavior is called ‘clustering’. The behavior is similar to that 
of the voter model in low (d < 2) dimension. In fact, 2-type models as in (1.16) are 
believed to be asymptotically equivalent, in some sense, to the voter model on the 
same lattice. See [5] for some pictures of simulations of the (clustering) voter model 
on Z2.
In the transient case, such clustering behavior cannot occur. Instead, the system 
converges to a ‘true’ equilibrium X(oo). We refer to this as ‘stable’ behavior.
Although it seems hard to imagine a shift-invariant solution to (1.2) that does 
not converge as t —¥ oo, the convergence in (1.27) is in general hard to prove. For 
finite A, one may exploit the fact that ^ a bounded martingale to get the
convergence in (1.27), not only in the sense of weak convergence, but also in L2-norm. 
For infinite A, convergence in L2-norm in general does not hold.
For the 2-type model, the convergence in (1.27) has been proved in [4, 16]. In [4], 
this is achieved for transient as  by a coupling technique, and for recurrent as  by a 
‘duality comparison argument’. This argument, as well as Theorem 1.3, are based on 
calculations involving covariances between components.
1.6 Covariance calculations: Lemma 1.4
In this section we explain the relation between covariance calculations, the random 
walk with kernel as, and clustering properties of the system in (1.2).
For any two if-valued random variables X  and Y  the covariance of X  and Y  is 
the quantity
Cov(X, Y ) = E [X  • Y] -  E[X] • E[Y],  (1.30)
where • denotes the inner product x  ■ y = x ay a . By tr(w)  we denote the trace
d
tr(w)(x) = ^  waa(x) (x G K )  (1.31)
a = l
of the diffusion matrix w. The following lemma follows from a little calculation 
involving Ito’s formula and a bit of continuity.
L e m m a  1 .4  Let X  be a shift-invariant solution of (1.2). Then there exists a 9 G K  
such that
E[Xi ( t )] = e (t > 0, * G A) (1.32)
and there exists a function C : [0,oo) x A - t l  such that
C ov(X j(i),Xj( t ) )  = Ct (j - i )  ( t >  0, i , j  G A). (1.33)
For each i, the function t Ct(i) is continuously differentiable and satisfies
§ C t (i) = J 2 asU  -  ~  Ct (i)) +  25i0E[t r(w)(X0m .  (1.34)
3
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The right-hand side of (1.34) contains the operator
(Gƒ)(*):=  l > 5 ( j - * ) ( ƒ ( j ) -ƒ (* )) , (1.35)
j
acting on bounded functions ƒ : A R. G is the generator of the random walk with 
kernel as- For solutions to (1.34) we have the representation
Ct (i) = T P t ( j ^ i ) C 0(j) + 2 [* P , ( 0 - i ) E [ t r ( w ) ( X o( t -  s))}ds, (1.36) 
i  Jo
where Pt(j  — i) is the probability that the random walk with kernel as  starting from 
a point i, is in j  at time t.
In view of the biological background of the model, the representation in (1.36) 
can be understood in terms of a ‘historic process’ tracing back where ancestors of two 
individuals from colonies at 0 and i lived at previous times. The time the symmetrized 
random walk spends at the origin is the time the ancestors lived in the same colony, 
and hence had a chance of descending from a common ancestor.
This sort of reasoning works best when w is the Wright-Fisher diffusion matrix. 
In that case the system (1.2) is in duality with a system of delayed coalescing ran­
dom walks (see formula (4.1) in [12] or Lemma 2.3 in [18]) and all mixed moments 
of the type E[Xi(t )Xj(t )],  E[Xi ( t )Xj ( t )Xk( t ) ] , . .. may be expressed in terms of the 
dual model. This duality has been exploited in [18] to show the dichotomy between 
clustering and stable behavior for the Wright-Fisher diffusion on [0,1].
For arbitrary w,  the representation (1.36) is sufficient to derive Theorem 1.3, 
but not to derive the convergence in (1.27). For 2-type models as in (1.16), this 
shortcoming can be overcome by using a ‘duality comparison argument’ as in [4] (see 
also [3]), which makes a comparison between models with arbitrary w and the special 
model with Wright-Fisher diffusion, for which clustering is known by duality.
1.7 U niversality o f the long-tim e distribution: Theorem  1.5
We give sufficient conditions for the convergence in (1.27) and for the uniqueness in 
distribution of the limit X(oo). For this we need to look at the differential equation
dY( t )  = ( 9 -  Y( t ) )dt  (t > 0), (1.37)
where 9 £ K  is a fixed parameter. By the convexity of K,  the solution of (1.37) 
starting from a point x  € K:
Y x (t) = 9 + ( x - 9 ) e ~ t (t > 0), (1.38)
stays in K  for all time. Solutions to (1.37) are associated with a semigroup (T$j)t>o 
on the space B ( K ) of bounded measurable real functions on K,  given by
(Te,t f)(x) := E [ f ( Y x (t))] = f ( 9 + ( x - 9 ) e - t ) ( x , 9 e K , t >  0). (1.39)
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We are going to compare equation (1.37) (non-zero drift, zero diffusion) with the 
non-interacting equation (1.19) (zero drift, non-zero diffusion).
Let us assume that for each initial condition x  £ K,  the non-interacting equa­
tion (1.19) has a unique weak solution (X x (t))t>o, and let us denote the associated 
semigroup on B ( K ) by
(St f ) (x )  := E [ f ( X x (t))} (x £ K,  t >  0). (1.40)
We add a ‘last element’ Sqo to this semigroup by defining
(Soof)(x)  := E [ f ( X x (oo))} = f  Tx (dy)f (y)  (x £ K,  f  £ B(K) ) ,  (1.41)
J k
where (Tx)xeK is the boundary distribution associated with w,  introduced in (1.22).
With this notation, we formulate a condition that will guarantee that the long­
time behavior of the non-interacting model is not changed by the introduction of a 
linear drift.
D e f in it io n  1.1 Let w be a diffusion matrix on K  such that weak uniqueness holds for
(1.19), and let (Tx)xeK be the associated boundary distribution. We say that (Tx)xeK 
is stable against a linear drift if
SvoTejScof = Te^Scof W e K , t  > 0, ƒ e B(K) .  (1.42)
Since S'ooS'oc =  we can rea(  ^ e(luation (1.42) as: Sqo and commute on func­
tions of the form Sqo ƒ•
For technical reasons, we will restrict ourselves to the case that
S M K ^ c C i K ) .  (1.43)
This condition guarantees that Soof is a w-harmonic function for all ƒ £ C(K),  where 
the space of w-harmonic functions is defined as
H  : = { f  £ D(G) : G f  = 0}, (1.44)
with G the full generator of the process in (1.19) and T>(G) its domain. In particular, 
C2-functions are w-harmonic if and only if they solve the equation
^ 2 w af3 (x) 9xf 9x/i f ( x )  = 0 ( x £ K ) .  (1.45)
af3
It turns out that condition (1.42) is equivalent to
Te,t (H)  c  H  G K , t > 0. (1.46)
That is, for each 9 the space of w-harmonic functions is invariant under the semigroup 
(T$,t)t> o-
With these definitions, our main result reads as follows.
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T heorem  1.5 Let X  be a shift-invariant solution to (1.2) such t hat £(X(0) )  is spa­
tially ergodic and
E[Xj(0)] = 8 (i G A) (1.47)
for some 8 G K . Assume that weak uniqueness holds for the non-interacting equation
(1.19), that the associated boundary distribution is stable against a linear drift, that 
Soo(C(K)) C C(K) and that H  is contained in the bp-closure of C2(K ) n H . I f  
the random walk with kernel as is recurrent, then there exists a K A-valued random 
variable X (oo) such that
X( t )=$~X(oo) as t oo, (1.48)
where
£ ( X i ( oo)) =  r e (i G A). (1.49)
The bp-closure of a set is the smallest set containing it that is closed under bounded 
pointwise limits.
Note that by Theorem 1.3, P[Xj(oo) =  X j ( oo) Vi, j  G A] =  1. Thus, the fact 
that the boundary distribution is stable against a linear drift not only allows us to 
conclude that X( t )  converges to a limit X(oo), it also allows us to completely specify 
its distribution. This distribution turns out to be universal in all recurrent random 
walk kernels as  and Abelian groups A, and in all diffusion matrices w sharing the 
same boundary distribution (Tx)xeK ■
1.8 Harmonic functions: Lemma 1.6
To see what goes into proving Theorem 1.5, we mention the following:
L em m a 1.6 Let X  be a solution to (1.2). Assume that weak uniqueness holds for 
the non-interacting equation (1.19), that the associated boundary distribution is stable 
against a linear drift, that Soo(C(K)) c  C(K) and that H  is contained in the bp-closure 
ofC 2 ( K ) r \ H .  Then
E [ f ( X i m  = E [ f ( j 2 P t U  -  * )* i(0 ))] V / G f f , i G A , t >  0, (1.50)
j
where Pt(j  — i) is the probability that the random walk with kernel a starting from i, 
is in j  at time t.
The situation is particularly simple when Xj(0) =  8 for all i G A. In that case
E[f(Xi(t ))} = f ( 8) V / G H, i G A, t > 0. (1.51)
For a 2-type model with diffusion matrix w as in (1.16), the class H  contains only affine 
functions x  a + bx (a,b G R), and (1.51) says no more than that the mean of the 
components is conserved. Since there is only one distribution on {0,1} with a given 
mean, it is then immediately clear (for recurrent as)  that there is only one possible 
long-time distribution for the process in (1.2). In the general higher-dimensional case, 
we need to specify a distribution on the effective boundary dwK,  and for this we need 
the expectation of sufficiently many harmonic functions. We may describe (1.51) by­
saying that the ‘w-harmonic mean’ of the components is conserved.
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1.9 Special models: Corollary 1.7
The proof of Theorem 1.5 is by a comparison argument, in the spirit of the ‘duality 
comparison argument’ in [4]. In our comparison argument we use objects related to 
the special diffusion matrix
w*aj3 {x) := [  r x (dy)(ya -  i a ) ( /  -  x>3) (x G K , a ,  ¡3 = 1 , . . . ,  d). (1.52)
J k
We do not have a duality for the model with w*, but we can find an expression 
for second moments, which is enough for our purposes. For the special model with 
w = Xw* (A > 0) the proof of Theorem 1.5 yields the following corollary.
C orollary 1.7 In addition to the assumptions in Theorem 1.5, assume that for some 
X G (0, oo)
w(x) = Xw*(x) ( x £  K) .  (1.53)
Then for each t > 0, i , j  G A, a, ¡3 = 1 , . . . ,  d
E[(X?( t )  -  9a) ( Xf ( t )  -  9*)] = w*a0 (6) K f ( i , j ) ,  (1.54)
where K ^ ( i , j )  denotes the probability that two delayed coalescing random walks, each 
with kernel a, starting in points i respectively j  and coalescing with rate 2X, have 
coalesced before time t.
1.10 Exam ples
We close this introduction by giving two examples of classes of diffusion matrices w 
satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 1.5.
The first example arises when we generalize the 2-type models mentioned in (1.16) 
to p-type models in the following way.
E xam ple 1.8 (p -type m odels) Assume that K  is the (p — 1)-dimensional simplex 
S p-1 , and that x  w(x) is Lipschitz continuous and satisfies (compare (1.8))
J 2 z awal3(x)z13 = 0 z G l^  ( iG  K).  (1.55)
a , ¡3
Then:
(a) Weak uniqueness holds for the non-interacting equation (1.19). The boundary 
distribution is stable against a linear drift, Soo(C(K)) C C(K),  and H  is contained in 
the bp-closure of C2 (H) n H.
(b) The class of w-harmonic functions consists of all affine functions
x  a + ^ 2  bax a (a, f e i , . . . ,  fed G R). (1.56)
a
(c) The associated special diffusion matrix is the Wright-Fisher diffusion matrix
w*ap(x) =  x a (5af3 — x 13) (x G l\. a. I 1........d). (1-57)
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The second example is formed by the class of isotropic diffusion matrices (compare 
(1.17)).
E xam ple 1.9 (isotropic m odels) Assume that K  has non-empty interior K ° , and 
let d K  := K \K °  denote its topological boundary. Assume that
Waj3 {x) = Sapg(x) (.)■ (r l\. I 1........ll) (1.58)
for some Lipschitz continuous function g : K  [0, oo) satisfying
g (x) =  0 x  G dK.  (1.59)
Then:
(a) Weak uniqueness holds for the non-interacting equation (1.19). The boundary 
distribution is stable against a linear drift, Soo(C(K)) C C(K),  and H  is contained in 
the bp-closure of C2(H) n H .
(b) The class of w-harmonic functions is given by
H  = {ƒ  G C(K)  n C2 (K°)  : £  £ ^ f ( x )  = 0 on K ° } .  (1.60)
a
(c) The associated special diffusion matrix is given by
=  g*(x) ( x ( r l \ . n . ' l  1........(I). (1.61)
where g* G C(K) C\C2 (K°) is the unique solution of
= 1 ( x € K ° )
a (1.62)
g*(x) = 0 ( i g  OK).
One can find a few more examples of diffusion matrices satisfying the assumptions 
in Theorem 1.5, but it turns out that these are mainly trivial variations on the two 
examples mentioned above. The message of Theorem 1.5 is that all these examples 
fall into the same framework. The common property that unites them is the stability 
of the boundary distribution against a linear drift.
In fact, we conjecture that this property is a necessary condition for the univer­
sality of the long-time distribution. If the boundary distribution is not stable against 
a linear drift, it seems likely that still X( t )  converges weakly to some limit as t  —¥ oo, 
although we do not know how to prove this for infinite A. But we believe that in this 
case the law of X(oo) will depend on the choice of the recurrent kernel as  and the 
Abelian group A. However, we have at present very little knowledge about the nature 
of this dependence.
In conclusion, we have found that the ‘duality comparison argument’ developed in
[4] is linked to universality of the long-time distribution of solutions to (1.2). A similar 
relation between comparison arguments and universality has been found for models 
on the hierarchical group V.\ with N  large in [1, 7, 11]. There, the system in (1.2) 
is studied by means of a renormalization transformation acting on diffusion matrices.
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Under iteration of the transformation, the renormalized diffusion matrices converge 
to a limit. In the clustering case a comparison argument shows that this limit is 
universal within a large ‘universality class’ of matrices. This has been worked out for 
2-type models in [1] and for isotropic models in [11]. The universal limit that is found 
is exactly the w* in formula (1.52). The conclusion we can draw from Theorem 1.5 
is that the correct ‘universality classes’ of diffusion matrices one should look at are 
formed by all diffusion matrices w that share the same boundary distribution (Tx)xeK ■ 
Furthermore, universal behavior can be expected only if this boundary distribution 
is stable against a linear drift.
2 Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
2.1 P roof o f Theorem  1.1
If A c  A is finite then C2( K A) is the space of real functions on K A that have a 
C2-extension to all of (Rd)A . C^n( K A) consists of all functions that are the lifting to 
the larger space K A of a function in C2 ( K A) for some finite A c  A.
Lem m a 2.1 The operator A in (1.10) with domain 'D(A) in (1.12) is a densely de­
fined linear operator on the Banach space C( KA), and satisfies the maximum principle.
P ro o f o f  Lem m a 2.1: By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, C2( K A) is dense in C( KA) 
for each finite A c  A. Pick a bijection between A and the positive integers and fix a 
point z £ K.  Define, for x  € K A,
n n(x) := (x i ,x 2 . , x n , z , z , . . (2 .1)
The sets n ( K A) are uniformly dense in K A, and since each ƒ € C( KA) is uniformly 
continuous, it is the uniform limit of functions
fn(x)  := f ( n n(xj) (2 .2)
depending on finitely many coordinates. Hence Can( K A) is dense in C( KA).
To see that A  satisfies the maximum principle, fix ƒ € C2in( K A) and suppose that 
ƒ assumes its maximum in a point x. Fix an * G A. Keeping all (x*)j^* fixed, ƒ 
assumes its maximum as a function of the remaining variable in the point x*. By the 
convexity of K  it is easily checked that
“ *)(*“ /(*) < °- (2-3)
3 a
Condition (1.8) ensnres that
J 2 w ai3(xi) dxf dxp f ( x )  < 0, (2.4)
af3
as can be seen by writing the matrix w(x)  in diagonal form:
J 2 w»f3 (xi) 9xf 9x/i f ( x )  =  ^ A g ( x ) g f ^ / ( x )  (2.5)
a(3 a
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for an appropriate orthonormal basis (x a) of Rd. By condition (1.8), the only non­
zero terms in (2.5) occur for directions that lie in the space Ix , and for such directions 
the second derivative is non-positive. I
We equip K A with the Borel c-field generated by the open sets. We write 
V k a [ 0 , o o )  for the cadlag functions from [0,oo) to K A, equipped with the metric 
d from chapter 3, section 5 of [10], which generates the Skorohod topology. By 
C k a [ 0 ,  o o )  we denote the continuous functions from [0,oo) to K A. On V Ka[0, oo) we 
choose the Borel c-field generated by the open sets of this topology. We equip the 
probability measures on X ^ a ^ o q ) with the topology of weak convergence and we 
denote weak convergence of processes with sample paths in X ^ a ^ o q ) by =X Thus 
X n X  means that
E [ f ( X n)\ -+ E [ f ( X )] as n —^ oo (2.6)
for all bounded continuous real functions ƒ on X ^ a ^ o q ). By a solution to the 
martingale problem we always mean a solution with sample paths in T>k a [ 0 , oo).
Lem m a 2.2 For each probability measure on K A there exists a solution to the mar­
tingale problem for A with initial condition fj,. Each solution to the martingale problem 
for A has sample paths in CKa [0, oo). The space of solutions to the martingale problem 
for A is compact in the topology of weak convergence. I f  X n, X  solve the martingale 
problem for A, then X n X  implies X n (t) X( t )  for all t > 0.
P ro o f o f  Lem m a 2.2: Existence of solutions to the martingale problem for A  follows 
from Lemma 2.1 in combination with Theorem 5.4 and Remark 5.5 from chapter 4 of 
[10]-
The continuity of sample paths can be shown by Problem 19 from the same chap­
ter: for this one needs to find for every x  G K A a function f,x G T>(A) such that for 
every e > 0
inf{fx(y)  ~  fx(x)  : x , y  G K A, d(x,y)  >  e} > 0 (2.7)
and such that lima._s,?( A f x (y) = A f y(y) = 0 for all x  G K A. Instead of working with 
A,  one may also use the closure of A.  Applying Lemma 4.5 below and defining 
as in (2.14), it is not hard to check that the functions
f x { y ) - = ^ 2 i i \ x i ^ y i \ z (2.8 )
i
satisfy the requirements.
Compactness of the space of solutions follows from Lemma 5.1 and Remark 5.2 
from chapter 4 of [10]. Finally, weak convergence in path space of solutions X n to 
the martingale problem for A  implies convergence of finite-dimensional distributions 
by Theorem 7.8 from chapter 3 of [10] and the continuity of sample paths. ■
P ro o f o f  T heorem  1.1: Solutions to the martingale problem for A  are guaranteed by 
Lemma 2.2. Corollary 3.4 from chapter 5 of [10] generalizes in a straightforward way 
to the infinite-dimensional case, and so for each solution to the martingale problem 
for A  we can find a weak solution to the stochastic differential equation (1.2).
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We next show that for each shift-invariant initial condition fj,, there exists a shift- 
invariant solution to (1.2). It suffices to construct a shift-invariant solution to the 
martingale problem for A. We define a shift operation on V Ka [0, oo) in the obvious 
way, by putting
(Tjx)i(t) := Xi-j ( t )  (i , j  £ A, t  > 0). (2.9)
Let X  be a solution to the martingale problem for A  with initial condition £ ( X (0)) =  
By Lemma 3.3 below, there exists a sequence of functions pn : A —¥ [0,oo) such 
that ^ p n (i) =  1 for each n  and
lim y 2 \ p n ( i - k ) - p n {'j — k)\ = 0 Vi, j  £ A. (2.10)
n —¥oo
k
Let (Xn) be a sequence of processes with sample paths in T>k a [0, oo) with law
£(X „) =  J 2 p n (k)£(TkX) .  (2.11)
k
Then each X n solves the martingale problem for A  with initial condition '}Zk Pn{k){p° 
T - 1) = n,  where we use that \i is shift-invariant. By Lemma 2.2 we can find a 
subsequence ( X n^  ) and a solution X°° to the martingale problem for A  such that 
X n(k) X°°. Clearly X°° has initial condition £(X °°(0)) =  \i and for any bounded 
continuous real function ƒ on V Ka [0, oo) we have
\ E \ f { T j Xnik))\ -  E [ f ( X n{k])}\
= | Y , P n ( k ) E [ f ( T j %X) }  -  Y , P n ( k ) E [ f ( % X ) }  
k i 
= | -  3)E[f (TkX) \  -  J2 P n ( k ) E [ f ( %X ) }
k i 
<  \Pn(k - j )  ~ P n ( k )  | II ƒ  Hoo-
(2.12)
By (2.10) it follows that T jX°°  and X°° have the same distribution as a probability 
measure on V Ka [0, oo), which implies that their finite-dimensional distributions agree. 
Hence X°° is shift-invariant. I
2.2 P roof o f Theorem  1.2
Define a normalized interaction kernel a and a normalizing constant Z  by
Z : = J 2 a ( i )  a(i) := Z ^ a i i ) .  (2.13)
i
For each M  > 1 there exist [21] strictly positive numbers (7 *)*eA such that ^  7 , < 00 
and
a(j  ^  i)7 i < M l j  U G A). (2.14)
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L2(7 ) :=  {x  G (Rd)A : < 00} (2.15)
i
with inner product
{x, y) i  ■= -Vi, (2.16)
i
where • denotes the standard inner product on Rd. Clearly, K A c  L2{^) and the 
topology on K A coincides with the topology on L 2 (7 ). We write ||x ||7 := ^ /(x ,x )7 
for the Hilbertian norm on L 2(7 ).
Set A(i) := X( t )  — X( t ) ,  where X  and X  are solutions to (1.2), starting in 
X  (0) =  X  (0) and adapted to the same set of Brownian motions. Then
Let L 2 (7 ) be the Hilbert space
dAf ( t )  = Z  ^ 2  ®(i -  *)(A“ (i) -  Af ( t ) )d t
j
+  J 2 ( a a0 (Xi(t))  -  aap(Xi ( t ) ) )dBf  (t).
¡3
(2.17)
By Ito’s formula we see that 
(■T
E m T )\\2 = [  e {
0 i a  j
+  5 ^ 7» -  o-Q/?(Xj(i)))2 jd i.
(2.18)
aft
By the Lipschitz property of a  we have
( J 2 (vai3 (x) ^  cral3 (y))2y 2 < L\x -  y\ (x ,y  £ K )  (2.19)
af3
for some L < 00. With (aA( t ) ) f  := Y^j ~  W it follows that
rT 
° T
E \\A (T )\\2 < £  £ ? { 2 Z ( A ( i ) ,o A ( i )  -  A ( i ) ) 7 +  L 2| |A ( i ) | |2 } d i
£ 7 { 2 Z ( | |A ( i ) | |7 | |o A ( i ) | |7 -  | |A ( i ) | |2 ) +  L 2 \\A(t)\\2 }dt  (2.20) 
~}T
< (2Z ( M i  -  1) +  L 2)E \\A (t)\\2dt,
Jo
where we used Cauchy-Schwarz and the fact that, by Jensen’s inequality and (2.14),
I __  2
= ^  i )xj  < ^ 7  i d { j - i ) \ x j \2
^ ¿ M 7 ik ' l 2 =  ^ IN I
3
The result now follows from Gronwall’s lemma
i  2 «  (2 .21)
7*
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3 Proofs of Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 1.4
3.1 P roof o f Lemma 1.4
Note that, since any solution X  to (1.2) solves the martingale problem for the operator 
A  in (1.10), we have for any ƒ G C^n( K A)
E [ f ( X ( t ))] -  E [ f ( X ( 0))] =  [* E[Af (X(s) )]ds .  (3.1)
Jo
Using the continuity of A f ,  the continuity of the sample paths of X ,  and bounded 
convergence, we see that the function t E[Af (X( t ) ) \  is continuous. It follows that 
the function t E [ f ( X ( t ))] is continuously differentiable and satisfies
| \ E [ f ( X m  = E[Af (X( t ) )] .  (3.2)
Applying the remarks above to the function f ( x ) =  x f  and using bounded convergence 
to interchange an infinite sum and expectation, we see that
| \ E [ X m  = -  i )(E[X?] -  E[X?]).  (3.3)
j
When X  is shift-invariant, there clearly exist functions 9 : [0, oo) —¥ K  and C : 
[0 , oo) x A - f R  such that
E [ X f ( t ) \ = 9 a (t) 1 _
Cov(Xi ( t ) ,Xj ( t ) )  = Ct ( j  — i) J ( -  ’ , J ’
Applying this to (3.3), we see that J\9(t) = 0 and hence
E[ Xi ( t ) } =9  (i >  0, iG A) (3.5)
for some 9 G K.
Let us put Xi  := X , — 9. Applying (3.2) to the function f ( x )  = Y a (x f  —9a)(x<j — 
9a), using bounded convergence to interchange an infinite sum and expectation, we 
get
J|Cov(Xj(i), Xj( t ) )
= J 2 a ( k ^  l ) E [ j 2 ( X « ( t )  -  X ^ i t W u X f i t )  +  ^ A ? W )]  (3-6)
k I ct
+26i jE[tr(w)(X (t))].
Inserting (3.4) we get
f t C t i j  - ¡ )  £ « ( * • -  *)(CM  ~  k)  -  C t ( j  -  *)) 
k  
+ ^ 2 a ( k  -  j ) ( C t (k - i )  -  C t (j  - i ) )  (3-7)
k
+2Sij E[ t r (w)(X (t))\.
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Substituting i  := j  — i,  j  := k — i and k  := j  — k  and reordering the summations, we 
find that
§ iCS )  = Y . a m C S ^ 3 ) ^ C t (i))
3
+  £ a ( - f c ) ( C t ( * - f c ) - C t (*)) (3-8)
+2 Sn E[tr(w)(X(t))\ .
This shows that formula (1.34) holds. I
3.2 Random  walk representations
Let B ( A) be the Banach space of bounded real functions on A, equipped with the 
supremum norm. The operator G in (1.35) is a bounded linear operator on B ( A). We 
define a Feller semigroup on B(  A) by
P t f  ■■= etGf ,  (3.9)
where etG := ¿r(tG)n. This semigroup corresponds to a continuous-time ran­
dom walk (It)t>o on A that jumps from i to j  with rate as( j  — *)• By shift-invariance 
there exists a function P  : [0, oo) x A R such that
Pt ( j ^ i )  = P % , = j]. (3.10)
We can consider Pt ( j  — i)  as the th element of the matrix of the operator Pt in 
(3.9), in the following sense
j
Lem m a 3.1 Assume that f ,g  : [0, oo) —¥ B (A) are continuous functions, where t 
f t(i) is continuously differentiable for each i G A and
= Y l a s ^  ~  *)(ƒ*(•?) “  f t ( i ) )+9t ( i )  ( t >  0, iG A). (3.12)
j
Then
ft(i )  = J 2 P t (j -  i ) fo(j)  + f J ^ P s U  - i ) g t-s ( j )ds  ( i > 0 ,  iG A ). (3.13) 
j Jo i
P ro o f o f  L em m a 3.1: We define derivatives and Riemann integrals of B(A)-valued 
functions as in [10], chapter 1. In that language, we would like to rewrite (3.12) as
i f t  = G f t + gt ( t >  0). (3.14)
However, care is needed because it is not immediately clear that the derivative f t  := 
lime_s,0 (ft+e — f t)  exists in the topology on B ( A). To see that this is all right, we 
note that the function
t  i—^ Gf t  + gt (3.15)
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is continuous in t  and therefore
iH> [  (Gf s + g s)ds (3.16)
Jo
exists and is a continuously differentiable B(A)-valued function. Formula (3.12) im­
plies that
f t  = [  (G f s + g s)ds (3.17)
Jo
and it follows that t  >-¥ f t  is continuously differentiable and (3.14) holds. Let (/*)*>o be 
the continuous-time random walk with kernel as- This process solves the martingale 
problem for G,  and therefore
E^MI o) }  = E W t ) }  -  ƒ  £?[((&  +  G ) f t - s)(Is)}ds
% (3-18)
= W \ f Q(It)}+ /  £ % _ ,(ƒ ,) ]& .
Jo
This is formula (3.13). I
3.3 Spatially ergodic measures
The c-field of shift-invariant events is
5  := {.4 G B ( K a ) : T r ^ A )  = A Vi G A}. (3.19)
A probability measure \i on K A is spatially ergodic if for every A  G S  either ^i(A) = 1 
or n(A) = 0. We state the following standard ergodic theorem in L 2 without proof 
(see [13]).
L e m m a  3.2  F o r n =  1,2, . . . ,  le tp n : A —¥ [0,oo) be functions satisfying =  1
and
lim Y ]  \Pn(i ~ k )  - p n(j - k )| =  0 Vi, j  G A. (3.20)n—»oo z ' k
Let X  = (Xj)jpA be a family of K-valued random variables with shift-invariant ergodic 
law £ ( X ) .  I f  E[ X0] =  9, then
[|0 - X > » ( i ) * i | 2] = o .  (3-21)lim E In—>oo
In our case, probability distributions p n satisfying (3.20) will arise in the following 
way.
L e m m a  3 .3  Let P  : [0, oo) x A —^ R be as in (3.10). Then for any i , j  G A;
lim V |P * ( i  —jfc) - P t ( j - k ) \  =  0. (3.22)
t — ¥  OO
k
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P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  3 .3 : We use the Ornstein coupling [15]. To see how this works for 
random walks on arbitrary Abelian groups, let A c  A be a set such that as(k)  > 0 
for each k G A and such that of each k G A with as(k)  > 0, either k or —k (but not 
both) is in A. By irreducibility, we can decompose j  — i as
j - i = ^ 2 n ( k ) k ,  (3.23)
keA
where n(k)  G Z and only a finite number of n(k) ’s are non-zero. We may couple two 
random walks starting in points i and j  in such a way that they always make a jump 
of size k or —k at the same time. They choose k or —k independently of each other, 
until the walk starting in j  has made n(k)  more of these jumps than the walk starting 
in i. After that, they choose either both k or both —k. This coupling is obviously 
successful and Lemma 3.3 now follows easily. I
3.4 P roof o f Theorem  1.3
The proof consists of several steps.
X ( o o )  is a n  in v a r ia n t  law . By this we mean that there exists a shift-invariant 
solution X°° to the martingale problem for the operator A  in (1.10) such that
£(X°°( t ) )  = X ( oo) Vi >  0. (3.24)
To see this, define solutions to the martingale problem for A  by
X n(t) := X ( t n + t), (3.25)
where (tn) is some sequence tending to infinity. By Lemma 2.2 we can find a subse­
quence ( X n(kj) that converges weakly to some solution X°° to the martingale problem 
for A.  Now
£(X°°( t ) )  = lim £ ( X ( t n + t)) = £(X(oo))  Vi >  0, (3.26)
n —¥ oo
where the limit denotes weak convergence of probability measures on K A. It is easy 
to see that X°° is shift-invariant.
R e c u r r e n t  a s ,  P[.Y ,-(oc) 6  Ow K  Vi 6  A] =  1. Let us write
C o v (X f° (i) ,X f (i)) =  0 ^ (j -  i ) (3.27)
for covariances belonging to the process X°° constructed above. We can apply 
Lemma 1.4 to this process. Lemma 3.1 now leads to the representation
t
Ps (0 -  i )E[tr(w)(X™(t  -  s))}ds. (3.28)0°°(i) =  2 /  
Jo
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By the compactness of the state space K,  the left-hand side of (3.28) is bounded. The 
right-hand side is equal to
2E[tr(w)(X0(oo))} f Ps( 0 ^ i ) d s .  (3.29)
Jo
By the recurrence of the random walk with kernel as,  the integral in (3.29) diverges 
as t  tends to infinity, and therefore (3.28) can only hold if
£ ’[ir(w)(X0(oo))] =  0. (3.30)
This proves that F[X 0(oo) G dwK\  = 1 and by shift-invariance
P[Xj(oo) G dwK  Vi G A] =  1. (3.31)
R ecurrent a s ,  P [X i(o o ) =  X j ( o o )  V i , j  6  A] =  1. Applying Lemma 1.4 to the
process X°°, we see that
£ c r ( i ) = $ > s ( i  _  i ) ( c ? u )  -  e r a ) )  +  2smE M W) ( x ™ m -  (3 .32) 
j
Here C^ { i )  = C°°(i), where we use the notation
Cov(Xj(oo),Xj(oo)) =  C °°(j -  i). (3.33)
Note that J ^ C ^ i) =  0, while E[tr(w)(Xg°(t))] = 0 by (3.30). Inserting this into
(3.32), we get
J ^ a s U  -  i)(C°°(j)  ~  C°°(i)) = 0. (3.34)
j
This means that C°° is a bounded ag-harmonic function. By the Choquet-Deny 
theorem (which follows easily from Lemma 3.3 -see [15], section II) it follows that 
C°° is constant. We write Xj(i) := X*(i) — 9 with 9 as in Lemma 1.4 and note that 
by Cauchy-Schwarz
C °°(j — i) = E[Xi(oo)  • Xj(oo)]
< £'[|Xi (oo)|2]5£'[|Xi (oo)|2]5 =  E[|X0(oo)|2] =  C°°(0), 1 ;
where equality holds if and only if F[Xj(oo) =  Xj(oo)] =  1. This proves that
F[Xj(oo) =  Xj(oo) Vi, j  G A] =  1. (3.36)
Transient a s ,  P [X i(o o ) 6  d w K ] <  1 Vi 6  A. We start by noting that the 
ergodicity of £(X( 0 j )  implies that for each i G A
lim ^ P t ( j - i )C o ( j )  =  0. (3.37)
t — ¥ O O  Z-----4
j
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To see this, write Xj(0) := Xj(0) — 9 as before and note that by Lemma 3.2 and 3.3
E [\ E  PtU)Xj (0) \2] = 0 . (3.38)
3
Here
E [| £  0) j =  £  Pt (j )Pt {k)E[Xj{0)Xk(0)]
3 j k
= J 2 p t (j )Pt ( k ) C o ( k ^ j )  
j k  
= J 2 P t ( j ) P t ( i  + j)Co(i)  (3 .39)
ij
Pt (j )Pt (i - j ] ) C 0(i)
= i 2 w ) ° o  (*),
i
where all infinite sums are absolutely convergent and we have used that, by the 
symmetry of as, Pt(i) =  Pt(—i)- Formula (3.38) and (3.39) show that (3.37) holds 
for i = 0. Using Lemma 3.3 we can easily generalize this to arbitrary i G A.
By Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 3.1 we have the representation
Ct (i) = V  Pt ( j  -  i ) Co( j )  + 2 f Ps (0 -  *)£7[ir(«j)(Xo(i -  s))]ds. (3.40) 
i Jo
Taking the limit t  —¥ oo we get with the help of (3.37) that
C°°(i) = lim 2 / Fs (0 — i)£ ’[ir(w)(X0(i — s))]dsoo /»OO
=  2£’[ir(w)(X0(oo))] /  Pt(0 — i)dt,
(3.41)
where we use the notation in (3.33). Let us assume for the moment that 
£ ’[ir(w)(X0(oo))] =  0. Then F[X 0(oo) G dwK] =  1. On the other hand, (3.41) 
gives C'oo(0) =  0 and hence F[X 0(oo) =  9] = 1. This contradicts our as­
sumption that 9 $  dwK  and we conclude that £ ’[ir(w)(X0 (oo))] > 0. Therefore 
F[X0(oo) G dwK\ < 1 and the claim follows from shift-invariance.
Transient a s ,  P [X i(o o ) =  X j(oo )] <  1 Vi ^  j  6  A. Let (/*)*>o be the random 
walk with kernel as- Let r, be the stopping time
r, := in fji >  0 : It = (} (i G A). (3.42)
It is easy to see that for all i G A
P O O  P O O
/  P*(0 -  i)dt = P*[ro < oo] /  Pt (0)dt. (3.43)
Jo Jo
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Let us assume that for some i #  0 we have P 1[tq < oo] =  1. Then by the symmetry 
of the random walk, also P ° [ t ,  <  oo] =  1. But this implies that the random walk 
starting in 0 visits 0 infinitely often, which contradicts our assumption that it is 
transient. It follows that P %[rj < oo] < 1 for all i #  j .  Combining (3.43) and (3.41) 
we can conclude that
C°°(i) < C°°(0) V i#  0. (3.44)
Now Cauchy-Schwarz in (3.35) implies that P[Xj(oo) =  Xj(oo)] < 1 for all i #  j .  I
4 Proofs of Theorem 1.5, Lemma 1.6 
and Corollary 1.7
4.1 P otential theory
In this section we collect some elementary facts about w-harmonic functions from 
potential theory. We assume that for each x  G K , the non-interacting equation (1.19) 
has a unique weak solution X x with initial condition X*(0) =  x. We denote its 
last element by X x(oo). We denote the semigroup on B (K ) associated with (1.19) 
by (St)t>o, we write G for its full generator and we add a last element Sqo to the 
semigroup as in (1.41).
L em m a 4.1 For each solution X  to (1.19)
P [ X ( oo) G dwK\ = 1. (4.1)
P ro o f o f  Lem m a 4.1: Since X  is a bounded martingale, it converges. Now the 
lemma is just a special case of Theorem 1.3. I
L em m a 4.2 Assume that Soo(C(K)) C  C(K).  Consider sets defined
as
H : = { f  €l>(G ) : G f  = 0}
H ' : = { f € C ( K ) : S t f  = f  Vi G [0,oo]} 
H " : = { f t C ( K ) : S 00f  = f }  
r : = { S ^ : ^ G C ( J f ) }
(4.2)
Then H  = H 1 = H " = H 1" . For each <j> G C(K) there exists a unique ƒ G H  such 
that
f ( x )  = 4>{x) (x G dwK )  (4.3)
and this ƒ is given by
ƒ =  Sooff). (4.4)
P ro o f o f  Lem m a 4.2: It is easy to see that H  C H ' C H " C H '". To see that H '"  c
H , note that <j>(X(t)) —¥ <j>(X(oo)) almost surely, so bounded convergence implies that 
E x [<j)(X(t))] —^ £ ' :r[ (^ (X (o o ))]  for each x  G K . Since \EX[<j)(X(t))]\ < ||0||oo < oo, it
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follows that S t4> —^ Sootf) as t  —^ oo in the sense of bounded pointwise convergence. 
Therefore
(StSoofyix) = lim (StS s<f>)(x) = (Soo<j>)(x) (x G K ). (4.5)
s —>00
It follows that i _1(St — l)S ,oo</> =  0 for all t, so
lim i -1  (S'* — l)Soo<p = 0 (4.6)
¿->0
in the topology on C(K)  and this proves that H '"  c  H.
By (4.2), Sootf) G H  for each <f> G C(K).  To see that ƒ := £>00^ solves (4.3) it 
suffices to note that for each x  G dwK  the process
X( t )  := x  (4.7)
solves (1.19). To see that ƒ is the unique w-harmonic function satisfying (4.3), suppose 
that ƒ G H  is another one. Then by (4.2) and by Lemma 4.1
/ = 5 OO/ = S OO0 =  ƒ. (4.8)
In the proof of Theorem 1.5 we will make use of the function v*, given by
v*(x) = tr(w*),  (4.9)
where w* is the special diffusion matrix mentioned in (1.52). The following lemma 
collects some elementary facts about v*.
Lem m a 4.3 Assume that SoofCfK))  c  C(K).  Then there exists a unique function  
v* G V(G)  such that
(Gv*)(x) = tr(w)(x) (x G K)  
v*(x) = 0  ( i G  dwK).
This function v* satisfies
v*(x) > 0 x G  K  
v*(x) = 0 x  G dwK,
(4.10)
(4.11)
and is given by the formula
v*(x) = Va,r(Xx (00)). (4.12)
P ro o f o f  Lem m a 4.3: We write x 2 for the function x  H* \x\2 . Then
G x2 = 2 tr(w).  (4.13)
Thus, (4.10) can be rewritten as
G(v* + x 2) = 0 on K  
(v* + x 2) = x 2 on dwK. (4.14)
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Lemma 4.2 shows that v* + x 2 can be uniquely solved from these equations. Using 
the fact that X x solves the martingale problem for G we see with the help of (4.10) 
and (4.13) that
E  X x (oo) — x = 2 / E[tr(w)(X(t))]dt  
Jo
= ^ E [ v * ( X x (oo))]+v*(x).
(4.15)
Lemma 4.1 implies that i?[i;*(Xx(oo))] =  0 and so we see that (4.12) holds. Formula 
(4.12) immediately implies that v*(x) > 0. Finally v*(x) = 0 implies Var(Xx(oo)) =  0 
so that X x(oo) =  x,  and by Lemma 4.1 this in turn implies that x  G dwK.  I
4.2 Infinite-dim ensional differentiation
We will need to extend the domain of the operator A  in (1.10) to include functions 
depending on infinitely many coordinates. In order to do this properly, we introduce 
the space C2um( K A) of functions with summable continuous second derivatives. For 
a function ƒ : (Rd)A - f l w e  define -? ^ f{ x )  in the usual way. £?2((Rd)A) is the class 
of functions for which all zeroth, first and second order derivatives are continuous 
functions on (Rd)A. C2( K A) is the set of funtions on K A that can be extended to 
functions in C2(Rd). C2um( K A), finally, is the space of functions in C2 ( K A) for which
* ^  (a f? / (* ) )“€a ’""* , ,
, , ,  x,a 3=1 d (4.16)
are continuous functions from K A into the spaces I1 ({1 , . . . ,  d} x A) and Z1 ({1 , . . . ,  d} 2 
xA2) of absolutely summable sequences, equipped with the Z1-norm.
Lem m a 4.4  For i , j  G A and a ,( i = 1 , . . . , d ,  let bi:Ct and be functions in
C( Ka ) satisfying uniform bounds
I loo ^  M i  V i  G A, ot  — 1 , . . . ,  d ( d  ~\ 7 )  
\ \ a i j , a/sWoo < M 2 Vi, j  G A, n .  S 1............d.
Then for each f  G C2um( K A) and for all finite A n c  A with A n f  A, the limit
E  h a ( X) l i f +  E  (4-18)
* € A „ ,  a  i j € A „ ,  af3  ‘ 3
exists in the topology on C( KA) and does not depend on the choice of the A n .
P ro o f o f  Lem m a 4.4: We treat only the convergence of the first order derivatives; 
the argument for second order derivatives is then the same. Define operators (A n) by
(Anf ) (x)  := Y  bi A x ) S f f ( x ) .  (4.19)
¿6  A n ,a
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For each n < m  and for each ƒ € C2um( K A) we have
\Anf  -  A mf \\00 = sup
x £  K A
<
h a ( x ) S f f ( x )
i e A m \ A „ ,  a
Ml sup y  -£n f ( x )
t G  K a i G A \ A „ ,  a
(4.20)
The functions gn : K  Z1( { 1 , . . . ,  d} x A) given by
9n(x) := f (x)
* G A \ A „ ,  a
(4.21)
are continuous functions decreasing to zero as n —¥ oo, and hence by Dini’s theorem 
gn —¥ 0 uniformly. Thus we see by (4.20) that the sequence (A nf ) is a Cauchy 
sequence in the Banach space C( KA).
To see that the limit does not depend on the summation order, observe that for 
each x  € K A
J 2 \bi ,a(x)ei f f (x)  < A ii
i,a i,a
This means that we can write
lim (Anf ) (x)  = J 2 b i:a( x ) ^ f ( x )
■n.—Vrso '  ^  u 'Li.
< oo. (4.22)
(4.23)
where the sums are pointwise absolutely convergent so that the result does not depend 
on the summation order. ■
For each i € A and a ,(i  € { 1 ,d}  the maps
* - > £ a ( j - * ) ( a £  - x f )
3
x  W a/3 ( X i )
are continuous on K A and satisfy the uniform bounds
sup V  a(j  — *)(&? — x f )  < ( y  a( k ) ) sup sup
. c i c a I ^  \ ' ) a! y,zeKcG K A
J
sup \wa 0 ( X i
i G  K A 1
yCt _  z a
< SUP \\walp
a7/?7
Therefore, by Lemma 4.4, the operator
z ,a j





is well-defined on C2um( K A), where the infinite sums are convergent in C( KA) and the 
result is independent of the summation order. We now show that A  is a core for A'.
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L em m a 4.5 Let A be the closure of the operator A in (1.10), and let 'D(A) be its 
domain. Then C2um( K A) cT>(A) and
(A f ) ( x )= i ' £ '£a ( j - i ) ( .
a J
1 d x f  +  E  W » f 3 ( a
i,af3
d 2
d x f d x ^
(4.27)
for each f  e C2um( K A).
P ro o f o f  Lem m a 4.5: We have to show that for each ƒ € C2um( K A) there exist 
f n € 'D(A) such that f n —^ ƒ and A f n —^ A 1 f ,  with .4' as in (4.26). Fix ƒ € Cgum( ifA) 
and define 7rn, f n as in (2.1) and (2.2), so that f n —¥ f .  It is easy to see that there 
exists a constant C  such that
\Af n(x) — -A'ƒ (&) | |oo < C  S UP  ^ 2 \ S ^ f n ( x )  ~  - ^ f ( x )
K A \  4 „  1 ‘
■ E . d x f d x { d x f d x 1.- f (x)
< C sup [ E  | ( a f « / ) ( ^ ( * ) ) - a f « / ( * )  (428)




£  |» f r« a
i > n , a
E
i>n,af3
dz - f (x)
By the compactness of K A, the maps
(4.29)
are uniformly continous with respect to the norm on the spaces I1 ( { 1 , . . . ,  d} x A) and 
Z1 ( { 1 , . . .  ,d }2 x A2). This implies that
lim sup y ,  (aff/)(7Tn(*)) -  a ff/C
n^°°xek a i a 1
X = 0, (4.30)
and similarly for second derivatives. Finally, by Dini’s theorem (see (4.21))
lim sup V  \ -Ar f ( x)  = 0 ,  (4.31)
x h A  i > n , a
and similarly for second derivatives, so A f n A ' f .
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4.3 P roof o f Lemma 1.6
T he m od el w ith  zero diffusion In the special case that w = 0, the system of 
stochastic differential equations (1.2) reduces to
dXi(t )  = y  a(j  -  i)(X j(i) -  Xi(t ))dt  (i G A, t > 0). (4.32)
je a
By Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 this system of equations has a unique solution. We can 
write down the solution of (4.32) explicitly in terms of the random walk on A that 
jumps from i to j  with rate a(j  — i). Let Pf.(j — i) denote the probability that this 
random walk, starting in i at time 0, is in j  at time t. Then the unique solution of
(4.32) is given by (see Lemma 3.1)
I , ( i )  =  ^ P t ( i - i ) I j ( 0). (4.33)
j
Let (Pt)t>o be the semigroup on B (A) associated with the random walk with kernel a 
(see section 3.2). Let us denote by (Rt)t>o the Feller semigroup on C( KA) associated 
with the process in (4.32):
(Rt f ) (x)  := E [ f ( X x (t))} = f { P tx). (4.34)
Applying Lemma 4.5 to the case w = 0 , we see that the generator of (Rt)t>o is an 
extension of the operator
(Bf ) ( x )  - ^ E ^ ’ “ * ) ^ ' ” 1’) ^ 1) (4 3 5 )
j
A\with domain V ( B )  := Cgum( K A).
E volution  o f  harm onic functions We now set out to prove Lemma 1.6. We start 
with the case ƒ G C2(K)  n H.  Fix i € A, and let h, G C^n( K A) be given by
h(x) := f (Xi). (4.36)
In the language above, we want to show that
E[h(X(t))} = E[(Rth) (X(  0))]. (4.37)
It is not hard to see that Rfh £ C2um( K A) for each t  > 0, where by (4.34)
gf«(Rth)(x)  = Pt (k -  i) (gfsr ƒ ) (  ^  Pt (j -  i ) x ^
3
92 r(Rth)(x) = Pt ( k -  i)Pt (l -  i) ( a i& F  ƒ ) ( E  ~  *);d x ? d x
(4.38)
General theory (see [10], chapter 1) now tells us that t  Rf h is continuously differ­
entiable in C(K)  and




with B  the operator in (4.35). By Lemma 4.5, X  solves the martingale problem for 
the operator
A' := B  + C, (4.40)
where
(C f  )(x) := Y  wal3(xi) dJ 2dxf, f ( x )  (4.41)
and T>(A') =  C2um( K A). It follows that
£7[(i*o/0(X(T))] -  E[(Rt K)(X(0))] = E  [  (B + C + ^ ) ( R T- t h)(X( t ) )dt
(4-42)
= E  (C R T- t h)(X( t ) )dt  
J
By (4.38) we have, for any x  £ K
( CRT- t h)(x) = Y ^ P r - t i j  ~ i ) 2 ^ 2  w^ ( x i ) ( dx^dxpf ) ( Y l Pt^  - ^ X j ) -  (4-43)
i a f3  j
Using Lemma 4.2 it is not hard to see that the stability of the boundary distribution 
against a linear drift is equivalent to formula (1.46). The semigroup (T$j)t>o maps 
differentiable functions into differentiable functions, and hence
Te,t(C2 (K ) n f f ) c  C2(K ) n H  W  £ K , t > 0. (4.44)
This means that G T $ j f  =  0 for all ƒ £ C2 (K)  n H  and 9 £ K , t > 0 , which says that 
for any x  £ K
Y w^ ( x h x ^ d x p ( f (0 + (x ^  0)0 )
a (3
= e~2t Y  toa/?(z)( a iS s r / ) ( e _ta: +  (1 -  e_t)0) =  0 (4-45)
af3
V / £ C 2 ( K ) n H ,  9 £ K , t >  0.
For the x  here we insert the Xi in (4.43) and we fit 9 and t such that e- * =  F*(0) and 
(1 — e ^ t:)9 = Pt(j  ~  i)x j- Inserting this into (4.43) we see that each term in the 
sum over i there is zero, and therefore (4.42) gives
E[f (Xi (T))]  = E [ f ( Y P t ( j  -  * )* i(0 ))] .  (4.46)
3
To generalize this to arbitrary ƒ £ H  it suffices to note that the set of functions 
ƒ £ B ( K )  for which (4.46) holds is bp-closed. I
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4.4 P roof o f Theorem  1.5
C om parison argum ent The function x  tr(w)(x)  is continuous, takes only non­
negative values, and satisfies
tr(w)(x)  =  0 4$ x € dwK.  (4.47)
The same is true for the function x  v*(x) (see Lemma 4.3) and therefore for each 
e > 0 we can find a À > 0 such that
t r(w)(x) > X(v*(x) -  e )  (x G K).  (4.48)
When we insert this inequality into formula (1.34) in Lemma 1.4 we see that for all 
i G A, t  >  0
| \ C t (t) >  as (j -  i)(Ct (j) -  Ct (t)) +  2A5w(-E[«*(X0(i))] -  e). (4.49) 
j
We apply Lemma 4.3 to see that the function
x  v*(x) + \x — 6\2 (4.50)
is w-harmonic. Lemma 1.6 therefore tells us th a t for all t > 0 
£ [W*(X0(i))] +  Var(X0(i)) =  E[v* 0))]  + V a r ( Ç p t (j)X j (0)). (4.51)
j j 
By Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.2 and the spatial ergodicity of £(X(0) )  this implies that
Hm E[v*(X0(t))} + Ct (0) =  v*(9).  (4.52)
Combining this with (4.49) we see there exists a T  such that for all t > T
> J 2 asU  -  i)(Ct(j)  -  Ct (t)) +  2A8iO(v*(0) -  Ct (0) -  2e). (4.53) 
j
R andom  walk representation  Let us define
D t (i) := v*(9) -  Ct (i) -  2e (* G A, t > 0). (4.54)
Then (4.53) can be rewritten as
& D t ( i ) < Y i a s ( j - i ) ( D t ( j ) - D t ( i ) ) - 2 \ 6 ioDt (0) (t > T ). (4.55)
j
We note that since I ( )  is continuously differentiable in B ( A), so is t n  D t . 
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we can represent solutions of the differential 
inequality (4.55) in terms of a contracting semigroup (P^) t>o on B(  A), with generator
(Gf)( i )  := Y  as ( j  -  -  ƒ (*)) -  2A<W(0) ( f  € B(  A)). (4.56)
3
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This semigroup is related to a random walk on A that jumps from i to j  with rate 
as{'j) and that is killed at the origin with rate 2A. When P x (j  — i) denotes the 
probability that this random walk, starting from a point i, is in j  at time t,  then
(.Ptxf  )(i) = Y  Pt U  -  i ) f ( j )  (ƒ G B (A)), (4.57)
3
and for solutions of (4.55) we have the representation
D T+t(i) < Pt U  -  *)Dt U) (t > 0). (4.58)
j
C onvergence o f  th e  covariance function  If as  is recurrent, then the random walk 
is killed with probability one. This means that for each i e  A
lim y " P tx (j - * )  = 0 .  (4.59)¿->00 '
3
Combining this with (4.58) and using the boundedness of K  we see that for each i e  A 
there exists a T'  such that for all t  > T '
Ct ( i )>v*(6) ^2 , £ .  (4.60)
We have thus shown that for every i f  A
liminf Ct (i) = v*(9). (4.61)
t —¥  OO
On the other hand, with the help of formula (4.52) it is easy to see that
lim sup C*(0) =  v*(6). (4.62)
t—>00
By Cauchy-Schwarz we have Ct(i) < Ct(0) for all z € A (compare (3.35)), and hence
lim C t(i) =  v*(9) Vi G A. (4.63)
t —¥  OO
C onvergence o f  X 0(i) Let (St)t>o be the semigroup in (1.40). Pick any function 
<j) £ C(K).  By Lemma 4.2
<P(x) -  (Soo<p)(x) = 0 (x € dwK) .  (4.64)
Formulas (4.52) and (4.63) imply that
lim E[v*(X0(t))} = 0. (4.65)
t —¥  OO
Since v* is continuous, non-negative, and zero only at dwK  (see Lemma 4.3) formulas 
(4.64) and (4.65) imply that
Hm (E[^(X 0(i))] -  E i i S ^ i X o m )  = 0. (4.66)
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Now Soof G H  (Lemma 4.2) and therefore Lemmas 1.6, 3.2 and 3.3 imply that
lim £7[(Soo0)(Xo(i))] =  ( S ^ W )  = f Te(dx)<j>(x). (4.67)t^ OO J K
Thus we see that
X 0(t) =£- X 0(oo) as t  —^ oo, (4.68)
where the law of X 0(oo) is given by
£ (X 0(oo)) =  r e. (4.69)
C onvergence o f  X (t ) Formula (4.61) and Cauchy-Schwarz imply that for all i , j  G A
lim E\Xi ( t )  -  X. j(t)I2 =  0. (4.70)
t — ¥ OO
Combining this with (4.68) we easily see that for each finite A c  A the collection 
(Xj(i))j€A converges weakly to a limit (Xj(oo))jgA- By the fact that continuous 
functions depending on finitely many coordinates only are dense in C( KA) (see the 
proof of Lemma 2.1) this implies weak convergence of X(t ) .  ■
4.5 P roof o f Corollary 1.7
Under the condition w = Aw*, most inequalities in the proof of Theorem 1.5 can be 
replaced by equalities. In fact, under the weaker condition (recall that v* = tr(w*))
tr(w) = Aw*, (4.71)
we have equality in (4.48) with e =  0. Since we are working with the initial condition 
Xj(0) =  9 for all i G A, formula (4.52) strengthens to
£7[v*(X0(i))] +  Ct.(0) =  v*{9) (t > 0). (4.72)
Formula (4.58) with T  = 0 =  e and an equality sign reads
(v*(9) - C t (i)) = Y p tXU ^ i ) ( v * ( 0 ) ^ C o(j)),  (4.73)
3
where Co(j) =  0 for all j .  In this way we find tha t
^ ^ ' W j l - ^ P / l i - i ) ) .  (4.74)
3
Here 1 — V \  / ’A (j  — i) is the same as the probability appearing in (1.54). One
can derive formula (1.54) in a similar way as formula (4.74). For that, one needs to 
replace the covariance function Ct(i) by a covariance matrix function
CtU -  i )afi ■■= E[(X?( t )  -  9a )(X f (t) -  9 %  (4.75)
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Generalizing Lemma 4.3 one then finds that, for each a, (3, the function
x  w*a0 (x) (4.76)
is the unique function in T>(G) solving
-\G w *aj3 (x) = wa0 (x) (x € K)  
w*aj3(x) =  0 (x G dwK).
The rest of the proof is now in complete analogy with the proof of formula (4.74). I
5 Proofs of the examples
5.1 P roof o f Exam ple 1.8
W eak uniqueness for (1.19) The uniqueness proof in section 4 of [17], although 
stated there only for diffusion matrices of a special form, carries over to our situation. 
For this, the main fact one has to check is the following.
Lem m a 5.1 For a  = 1 ,p,  let
Fa ■= {(x1, . . . , x i>_1) G S^ 1 : x a = 0} (a = 1, . . .  ,p — 1)
Fa := {(a:1, . . .  , x p~r) G S ^ 1 : Y ^ x 13 = 1} (a = p) ' ‘ '
be the a-face of the (p — 1)-dimensional simplex S ^ 1. Then for any solution X  to
(1.19) with X(0) G Fa
P[X(t )  G Fa Vi >  0] =  1. (5.2)
P ro o f o f  L em m a 5.1: immediate by the martingale property of solutions to (1.19).i
In order to show weak uniqueness for (1.19) we prove strong uniqueness for the 
special case that a  is the unique positive symmetric root of w (recall (1-7)). By 
(1.55), this a  is Lipschitz continuous on the interior of S P^ 1 and therefore a standard 
argument gives uniqueness of solutions to (1.19) up to the first hitting of a face Fa . 
By Lemma 5.1, the process stays in this face after hitting it. Each face is isomorfic 
to S p and therefore strong uniqueness can be proved by induction. For details we 
refer to [17].
(a), (b )  and (c) By (1.55), the effective boundary of K  consists of the extremal 
points of S p-1 :
dwK  = { e e p},  (5.3)
where e\ =  (1,0, . . .  ,0), ep_i =  (0, . . . ,  0,1) and ep =  (1, . . . ,  1). It follows that for 
any ƒ £ C( K)
(Soof)(x) = Y  P [ X X(oo) =  ep}f (ep), (5.4)
a = l
where the probabilities F[X*(oo) =  ep] follow from the martingale property of solu­
tions to (1.19). The rest of the assertions are now trivial.
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5.2 P roof o f Exam ple 1.9
Uniqueness of solutions to (1.19) is proved in the same way as in Example 1.8, where 
this time one needs to check that any solution X  starting in x  G d K  is constant with 
probability one. By the convexity of K  we can without lack of generality assume that 
x  = 0 and y 1 > 0 for all y G K.  Then by the martingale property of solutions to
(1.19) we have
F [X 1(i) =  0 Vi >  0] =  1 (5.5)
and this implies that almost surely X  (i) G d K  for all t > 0 and hence
E \ X ( t )\2 = [  E[2g(X(s))]ds = 0 Vi >  0. (5.6)
Jo
Thus we see that almost surely X( t )  = x  for all i >  0.
To see that Soo(C(K)) C  C(K)  and that the class of harmonic functions is given 
by formula (1.60), we can use [14], Proposition 4.2.7 and Theorems 4.2.12 and 4.2.19, 
where by (1.24) the harmonic functions of the process in (1.19) are the same as the 
harmonic functions for Brownian motion. The same references show that (1.62) has 
a unique solution. It follows from (1.60) that C  H  and this implies that
the boundary distribution is stable against a linear drift. The other assertions in 
Example 1.9 are now readily checked.
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